Soldiers of
SHOULDER to shoulder with the fighting men on the
war fronts of the world go the correspondents of the
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You will find them peering down from the bellies of
bombers over New Guinea or Hamburg, scanning the
swirling actions in Egypt from the scant cover of foxholes
or from within baking, bruising tanks. You will find them
on the bridges and sky -controls of cruisers and carriers
off Midway and Wake and Malta as the enemy torpedo
planes swoop. You will find them plodding through the
steaming tangle of Burmese jungles, or sharing a lookout's watch aboard a convoy ship heading blindly through
the Arctic dark for Murmansk.

With the troops and crews and squadrons the correspondents face every hazard of war: gun -fire and capture and
pestilence, hardship and tension and tedium. They face
these things at the risk -and sometimes at the sacrifice
of their lives and their freedom. They face them steadfastly, undramatically, like soldiers -like the soldiers
that they are.
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